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t’s high time that governments commit to a safe
energy future. Why on Earth should we be made to
settle for dangerous energy? 

The real top issue for this Canadian federal election is
survival—which comes back to the electricity from power
stations that runs our industries and powers our homes. A
safe energy policy should be the only energy policy and it
should be what this election is about.

Safe energy happens to be everlasting energy. Mining
fossil fuels and uranium from deep underground means
depending on energy that will get more expensive as it
runs out. Oil is running out now. Why should we settle for
energy that is going to run out and that gets more
dangerous and more expensive as it does?

There literally is no future with dangerous energy.
Canada, of all nations, should be leading the world with

a safe sustainable energy policy. The Harper/Lunn
government is committed to keeping Canada dependent
on fossil fuels and nuclear power for energy. Both tar
sands oil and nuclear reactors are deadly dangerous for
Canada and the world.

Adding carbon to the air and water of the planet is now
even more dangerous than leaking nuclear radiation into
the air and water. Both carbon and nuclear radiation go
global from wherever they are sourced. They both last as
deadly pollution ‘forever’. Twenty per cent of global
warming carbon dioxide emissions last in the atmosphere
for a thousand years. It takes hundreds of thousands of
years for the emissions to be removed from the
atmosphere. Nuclear energy is inherently dangerous. On
the west coast of Canada we are bound to get nuclear
radiation from Fukushima and that is bound to increase
the risk of childhood leukemia and adult thyroid cancer.

All fossil fuel energy is now dangerous. Continuing to
pour carbon into the atmosphere has only one result: a
global climate change and ocean acidification catastrophe.

We are past peak oil. The 2010 World Energy Outlook
of the International Energy Agency (IEA) announced that
peak oil occurred in 2006 and the days of cheap oil are
over. That refers to peak conventional oil. The IEA says the
plan is to replace dwindling conventional oil with other
energy sources and with unconventional oil. That means
more of the very worst kind of fossil fuels and more
nuclear energy.

The Conservative Party of Canada have said that if
elected, they will expand nuclear energy. The Atomic
Energy of Canada Ltd (AECL) was put up for sale by the
Harper government in the 2010 budget. NM Rothschild
and Sons have been hired by the government to conduct
secret negotiations for the sale of Canada’s reactors. That
makes them more dangerous. In testimony before last
month’s hearings of the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission into the Darlington nuclear plant in Ontario,
Dr Michael Ivanco, for the Society of Professional
Engineers and Associates, told the commission, ‘The sale
of AECL will almost certainly lead to the breakup of the
CANDU design authority and a loss of expertise needed to
ensure plants run safely and effectively.’

On energy and climate change, the Harper policy is for
a no-change business-as-usual Canada. Harper’s party is
intent on providing the world with the most tar sands oil
that can possibly be burned and as fast as possible. That is
crazy. 

Speaking to Sun Media from Victoria back in December
2006, our local MP Gary Lunn revealed just how crazy. He
announced that a Candu-reactor should be built to speed
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up the Alberta tar sands extraction. ‘It’s not a question
of if, it’s a question of when … nuclear can play a very
significant role in the oilsands,’ he said.

Canada’s energy policy today is crazy. Under
business-as-usual world energy policies, the IEA says
that global CO2 emissions will increase 20% by 2020
and 40% by 2030.

That would put world agriculture and crop
production on all continents into decline long before
2050. Increasing summertime heat, climate disruption
and extreme weather events are bound to damage
agricultural food production, and the damage is bound
to be irreversible.

As soon as elected in 2006, the Harper government
and Gary Lunn as Natural Resources Minister
identified themselves as deniers of the global climate
change crisis. In 2007, the last IPCC assessment
acknowledged that global climate catastrophe would
happen if the world continued burning fossil fuels for
energy and that the modest Kyoto obligations could not
possibly prevent catastrophe.

In 2007, Prime Minister Harper and Natural
Resources Minister Lunn acted quickly to break the
most important international law ever (the 1992
Framework Convention on Climate Change Kyoto
Protocol) by unilaterally lowering Canada’s 2012 Kyoto
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction targets to
half the amount in twice the time.

In June 2010, the Harper team quietly slashed
Canada’s emissions obligations again, lowering its own
2007 emissions targets by a deceptive government
report, ‘A Climate Change Plan for the Purposes of the
Kyoto Protocol Implementation Act.’ This changed
Canada’s Kyoto reductions to an increase of 2.5% by
2020!

In November 2010, in an unprecedented abuse of
Canadian democracy, the Harper team used the

unelected Senate to kill the Climate Change
Accountability Act—without allowing a debate in the
Senate—calling a sudden vote when key Liberal
senators were not in the Chamber. The Act had already
been passed, by a healthy majority in the House of
Commons, through three readings over a five year
period and polls showed that the vast majority of
Canadians wanted real action on climate change. What
the Commons had voted for was aligning Canada’s
GHG reduction targets with the European Union’s and
the US administration’s.

True to his word on climate change and Kyoto,
under the Harper government Canada’s GHG
emissions have increased an average of 1.7% per year.
Under the current government policies on energy,
Canadian tar sands oil output will triple by 2020 (from
2006) and Canada’s emissions will continue to increase
every year. Obviously the Harper climate policy is a
policy to bring on climate catastrophe. It just makes the
Canadian emissions target fit the increase in Canada’s
emissions.

There is literally no future with fossil fuels. Our
choice is development out of the fossil fuel age, or the
agricultural age will end. And we have to be making this
transition now – or sooner.

The best and only future for today’s children is safe,
clean, zero-carbon, everlasting energy. Canada has more
than enough options for safe energy. Today’s new
generation has no future if they are abandoned to
dependency on dangerous fossil fuels and nuclear
energy. 0
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